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CONVERGENCE RATE  FOR A LARGE
DEVIATION  PROBABILITY

DAVID  G.   KOSTKA

Abstract. It is known that a condition more stringent than a

finite variance is needed to show, by a direct application of large

deviation estimates, the convergence of .the series used in classical

proofs of the law of the iterated logarithm. However, the series

still converges if the variables have only a finite variance.

1. Introduction. Let {Xk}k^x be a sequence of independent, identically

distributed random variables with mean zero and variance one; let

Sn=Xx + - • -+Xn. It is well known that the law of the iterated logarithm

(L.I.L.) for Sn holds if and only if the random variables Xk have finite

variance. Hartman and Wintner [6] showed the sufficiency of a finite

variance, and Strassen [11] showed the necessity.

In classical proofs of the L.I.L. a key estimate (see [8, pp. 41-49]) is

(1.1) P(SJn1/2 > an) = exp[-(an2/2)(l + o(l))]

as nf co where a„ = (l±e)(21glg/j)1/2, e>0. Petrov [9] showed that such

a large deviation estimate is readily deduced from Berry-Esseen type

theorems when the random variables Xk satisfy a condition more stringent

than a finite variance (also see [7]).

One of the roles of estimate (1.1) (see Gikhman and Skorohod [5,

pp. 289-296] and in particular their Theorem 1 on p. 290 for the symmetric

case) is to arrive at the upper class result of the L.I.L. by showing that

(1.2) J - p(s>1/2 £<•*■+ £)(2 -8 -8 ")1/2) < °°

for all £>0. Kostka [7] showed that estimate (1.1) implies the random

variables Xk satisfy a condition more stringent than a finite variance.

Thus assuming only a finite variance it is impossible to get the conver-

gence of series (1.2) by the classical manner of bounding each term with

estimate (1.1).
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The purpose of this note is to show that series (1.2) still converges when

the random variables Xk have only a finite variance. The method relies

on using the Skorohod embedding to represent the random sums Sn

by Brownian motion evaluated at random times; and then using a law

of large number convergence rate on the random times. Davis [3] con-

sidered similar series convergence problems. However, his method will

not yield the convergence of series (1.2).

2. Convergence of series (1.2). Recent proofs (see [2, pp. 291-292])

of the law of the iterated logarithm rely on the following representation

theorem due to Skorohod (see [2, pp. 276-278]).

(2.1) Skorohod embedding. Let {Xn}n^i be independent random vari-

ables with the same distribution; make the normalizations E(Xn)=0,

E(X2n)=l; and let Sn=Xx-\-\-Xn. Then there exists a probability

space (Q, ¿$, P) with a Brownian motion £(t) (normalized so that

FH(t)]=0 F[f2(r)] = r) and a sequence of nonnegative, independent,

identically distributed random variables {FJ¿ai defined on it such that

the following conditions hold :

(2.2)(i) {¿TIL, Tt))n>x has the same distribution as {5J„S1.

(2.3)(ii) EiTn)=EiXl)=l.
To show the convergence of series (1.2), we also need the following

theorem and lemma.

(2.4) Theorem.    Assume FflA'j.lXco, EiXk)=p, then

OO       1

T - Pi\Sn - np\ > en) < oo   for all e > 0.

Proof.    See [10] or [1].

(2.5) Lemma. If £ is standard Brownian motion and T and b are posi-

tive values then

p( sup í(í) £ b) - 2P(f (T) ^ b).
\0SiST /

Proof.   See [4, pp. 171-172].

We can now prove the convergence of series (1.2).

(2.6) Theorem.   If EiXk)=0 andEiXi)=l then

fn^PiSJn^^anXK
71=1

H>/zm?a„ = (l+e)(21glg«)1/2, e>0.
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Proof. If |(r) is standard Brownian, then by the above Skorohod

embedding there are random times {FJ¿ai such that {f(2t*=i Fi)}nî.x

has the same distribution as {Sn}n^,x. Thus it is sufficient to show that

00

^n-'P^iT, + ••-+ TJ £ n1/2an} < oo.
n=l

This is done as follows :

fn-1P{HTx + --- + Tn)^nmaK}
7!=1

(2.7)        = f n-'PÍf (71 + • • • + Tn) ̂ n1,2an,lTl + '" + Tn~nl = ô]
tZi        \ n )

+ Jn-'pUiTx + • *• + T„)£ H1/8flB,'ri + '" + r"",'l> 4

First we will show the convergence of the first series in (2.7).

¡fWliTl + • • • + T„)i* n-2an, ̂  + ' ' ' + T" ~ "' ^ o]
ti     ■ \ n f

=2n_lp(   sup   £<» ^ »1/2fl«)

n=l * n—on =\t=\ n-+èn '

^22«-Wf(i)^-^-
Äi \ (« + on)1 I

„i/V

(/j + ón)
by Lemma (2.5)

.■2
<

K = l

co r    /     a       \
cTn^exp  --—)(l+o(l))
£ 1    \2(l + ô)f

by the standard Gaussian tail estimate

00    1  /    1    \(l+£)2(l+o(D)/(l+¿)

= C217^ <»
ÄnVlg»/

if (5<£. Now we will show the convergence of the second series in (2.7).

5„-ip[f(71 + ••• + Tn) £ n'X,'^"'^"""1 > a)
n=l I n J

CO

^2""lp{lTi + ■■' + Tn-n\>ôn}<o:

by Theorem (2.4) since F(F1)=1. Thus both series in (2.7) converge and

the theorem is proved.
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